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Abstract 
Unlike mathematics, in which the notion of truth might be abstract, in physics, the emphasis must be placed on 
algorithmic procedures for obtaining numerical results subject to the experimental verifiability. For, a physical 
science is exactly that: algorithmic procedures (built on a certain mathematical formalism) for obtaining 
verifiable conclusions from a set of basic hypotheses. By admitting non-constructivist statements, a physical 
theory loses its concrete applicability and thus verifiability of its predictions. Accordingly, the requirement of 
constructivism must be indispensable to any physical theory. Nevertheless, in at least some physical theories, 
and especially in quantum mechanics, one can find examples of non-constructive statements. The present paper 
demonstrates a couple of such examples dealing with macroscopic quantum states (i.e., with the applicability of 
the standard quantum formalism to macroscopic systems). As it is shown, in these examples the proofs of the 
existence of macroscopic quantum states are based on logical principles allowing one to decide the truth of 
predicates over an infinite number of things. 
Keywords: mathematical constructivism, non-constructive proofs, macroscopic quantum states, Ising model of 
the spin glass, Fock states, Fibonacci states, computational complexity. 
1. Introduction: The Measurement Paradox in Quantum Mechanics 
As it is known, originally the quantum formalism was only designed to explain phenomena occurring in the 
region of single electrons, photons (i.e., the photoelectric effect) and atoms. But since quantum mechanics was 
introduced, this region has been gradually extended and at the present time length scales over which quantum 
mechanics has been directly tested (in the sense of detection of characteristically quantum effects such as 
interference) are down to about 10  m in high-energy diffraction experiments (Leggett, 2002; Schlosshauer, 
2006) and up to one picometer (10  m) in modern interferometric experiments demonstrating the quantum 
wave nature of large organic molecules (composed of up to 430 atoms, with a maximal size of up to 60 Å) 
(Gerlich, 2011) and as far as 143 km in free-space entanglement-swapping experiments, verifying the presence 
of quantum entanglement between two previously independent photons (Herbst, 2015). 
Even though this region (where quantum mechanics has been directly tested and presented satisfactory and often 
excellent evidence that the quantum formalism is quantitatively valid) continues to be rather limited, the attitude 
of the great majority of practicing physicists is to assume the universal validity of the quantum formalism over 
the whole scale of distance (Schlosshauer, 2004; Hajicek, 2015). The logic behind such an assumption can be 
explained as follows: 
In compliance with the principle of excluded middle, the quantum formalism can be either valid or not; so, since 
there is no known experimental evidence that the quantum formalism is not valid in the regions, where quantum 
mechanics has not been directly tested, this formalism must be valid for the whole of the physical universe 
without restriction. 
What is most importantly is that the assumption of the universal validity of the quantum formalism does not 
supply a method (i.e., algorithm) to exhibit explicitly a wave function (or a quantum state vector) for any 
arbitrary physical system. Specifically, the general form of the time-dependent Schrödinger equation (presented 
in most interpretations of quantum mechanics) provides no indication as to how to calculate the wave function 
whose existence is claimed by the quantum formalism. 
Together with all that, the application of the quantum formalism to macroscopic systems appears to lead 
immediately to a conflict with everyone’s experience of the everyday world, known as the quantum 
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measurement paradox. By way of explanation, if the quantum formalism is taken to apply to all physical systems 
and hence a wave function exists for any physical system, including a macroscopic measurement apparatus, then 
when that apparatus interacts with another system, the joint state should be a superposition of wave functions; 
and yet, one never observes such a macroscopic quantum superposition. For that reason, most of the papers 
concerning with the foundation of quantum formalism concentrate on resolving this famous paradox (Tammaro, 
2014). 
However, rather than trying to find a solution to the paradox, it is also possible to not assume the principle of 
excluded middle as an axiom (causing this paradox in the first place). More explicitly, it is possible to show that 
quantum states of an arbitrary macroscopic system cannot be effectively calculable, and thus their existence 
cannot be proved (verified) with any algorithmic procedure for obtaining a conclusion from the set of 
fundamental hypotheses of the quantum formalism. 
With such a goal in mind, in this paper, we will give examples demonstrating that the application of the quantum 
formalism to at least some macroscopic systems implies principles that are known to be nonconstructive (that is, 
uncomputable). 
Notwithstanding the use of the constructivist terminology, we will not discuss mathematical constructivism per 
se in this paper; rather, we will concentrate on the constructive treatment of quantum theory and a possible role 
of constructivist philosophy in resolving the foundational problems of quantum mechanics. Readers interested in 
the constructive trend in mathematics can be referred to the corresponding literature; see, for example, an 
overview of constructivism given in both Troelstra and van Dalen(1988) and Beeson (1985). 
2. Finding the Global Minimum for the Energy of the Quantum Ising Model 
Going with the paper (Bolotin, 2015a), let us consider the quantum version of the classical infinite-range 
antiferromagnetic Ising model of the spin glass controlled by the following Hamiltonian: 

( , … , ) = , (1)

where  are some real positive numbers of arbitrary size and each of  discrete variables (“spins”) = ±1 
of the classical Ising model is replaced by the Pauli matrix  acting on the th qubit labeled by |  such 
that = +1 corresponds to | = +1  (i.e., to the th quantum spin being up in the -direction) and = −1 corresponds to | = −1  (i.e., to the th quantum spin down in the -direction). As it can be 
readily seen, the Hilbert space of the considered quantum model is spanned by the 2  basis vectors | , …, |  expressing all possible spin configurations of the given quantum model. 
Let | = | … |  be the th spin configuration of this model, that is, the th eigenstate of the 
Hamiltonian (1). Also, let  be the subset of index set = {1,2, … , }, which identifies the spins in the 
configuration |  being up in the -direction: = { ∈ 1, : | = +1 } . (2)

Then, as it is readily apparent, every eigenvalue  of the Hamiltonian (1) can be presented as the outputs of 
the function ( ) defined by the set of the subsets  

= ( ) = ∈ − ∈ \ . (3)

Accordingly, the problem of finding the ground energy ground of the quantum Ising model ( , … , ) ground = ground ground  (4)

would be equivalent to the problem of finding such a subset = ground that minimizes the function ( ), 
i.e., 

ground = min{ ( )} . (5)

Now, if the quantum formalism is applicable to macroscopic systems in the same way as it is to microscopic 
systems, then in the macroscopic limita the expression (5) must give the global minimum for the macroscopic 
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energy of the classical Ising model (that is, the lowest possible value of the ensemble average 〈 〉 = ∑  
for the energy, which is the sum of the microstate energies ∶= ( , … , )  weighted by their 
probabilities = 1 , (6)

where  is the thermodynamic beta and  is the partition function defined over all possible spin configurations 
of the classical model): lim→ ground = min{ ( )} ℵ = min〈 〉 . (7)
Inasmuch as the function (3) is bounded from below, this global minimum min〈 〉 does exist conforming to 
classical analysis. However, the fact that there exists a global minimum of the function ( ) (and hence, in 
principle, it is possible to find it) does not mean that one can actually find it! 
Obviously, the problem is that even if an actual (non–zero) global minimum of ( ) has been just reached, 
there is no way (i.e., an effective algorithm) to recognize it as such. Indeed, defining the property of being the 
ground energy ground in the macroscopic limit → ∞ involves quantification over the set of  that has the 
cardinality of the continuumb. Consequently, to recognize min〈 〉 as the global minimum of the function ( ) would require to check the inequality min〈 〉 ≤ ( ) uncountably many times. 
This implies that one cannot actually find (construct) the eigenvector ground  (or the set of the eigenvectors 

ground ) corresponding to the global minimum min〈 〉  and therefore demonstrate the existence of a 
macroscopic quantum superposition for the considered classical Ising model. 
3. Recognizing Fock States of the Quantum Model that are Associated with Fibonacci Numbers 
Analogous to the paper (Bolotin, 2015b), let us consider the quantum model of  non-interacting identical 
particles whose Hamiltonian mimics the form of the left–hand–side squared of the Diophantine equation for 
non-negative integers: = − − , (8)

where the creation  and annihilation  operators (similar to those of the three-dimensional quantum 
harmonic oscillator) together form the number operators ∶= , which have only non-negative integer 
eigenvalues  and whose eigenstates |  are those of the Hamiltonian (8) | = | ,| = ( − − ) | ∶= | . (9)
As it can be readily seen, the zero ground state |  of the Hamiltonian (8) (that is, the state with the zero 
ground energy = 0) will be a linear superposition of Fock states (that is, states with definite particle number 
(Altland, 2010)) | = , (10)
where  specifies the number of particles in the th state  of the model. Those numbers meets the obvious 
condition ∑ ∑ = , while the superposition coefficients  meet the normalization requirement ∑ | | = 1. 
Among the non-vacuum states  (with nonzero number of particles) comprising the superposition 
(10) one may find Fibonacci states , that is, such states that = ,=   ,= , (11)
where , , and  are sequential Fibonacci numbers connected by the recursion relation = +  
(in the vacuum state 0 0 0  all = 0). 
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Since the set of natural numbers ℕ can be written as the direct sum ℕ = ⊕  of two of its proper subsets, 
the Fibonacci  and non-Fibonacci  numbers, the eigenspace ℰ  of the zero ground energy = 0 for the 
considered quantum model can be expressible as the direct sum of two subsets ℰ  and ℰ  formed by the 
Fibonacci and non-Fibonacci states, respectively, ℰ = ℰ ⊕ ℰ = ⊕ , (12)
where the non-vacuum non-Fibonacci states are defined by ∈ ∖ (13)
and the vacuum state 0 0 0  belongs to the intersection ℰ ∩ ℰ . Subsequently, the zero ground state |  can be extended as the superposition of the Fibonacci and non-Fibonacci states | = 0 0 0 + +     . (14)
If the quantum formalism is universally valid, this superposition should exist for any amount of particles  
including the case of the macroscopic model with → ∞.  
It is clear that in order to constructively prove the existence of a superposition containing the Fibonacci and 
non-Fibonacci states is necessary to demonstrate a finite procedure able to decide whether or not a positive 
integer  is a Fibonacci number. The problem, however, is that such a finite procedure is impossible to 
provide in the macroscopic limit → ∞. Indeed, to recognize the Fibonacci numbers, one can apply either a 
straightforward (brute-force) procedure or the closed-form expression for the Fibonacci numbersc; but, 
whichever method is used, to reach the answer (whether  is a Fibonacci number) in the macroscopic limit → ∞ would require an infinite amount of steps. 
A brute-force procedure will generate the Fibonacci numbers until one becomes equal to a given positive integer 

: If it does, then  is a Fibonacci number, if not, the numbers will eventually become bigger than , and 
the procedure will stop. But if the integer  is unlimited – as it can be in the case of the considered 
macroscopic model with an infinite number of non-interacting identical particles – then the brute-force 
procedure would never terminate. 
Based on the closed-form expression for the Fibonacci numbers, the positive integer  would belong to the 
Fibonacci sequence if the following equality holds: 1 + + 1 = 1 + − 1 , (15)
where ∙  and ∙  stand for the floor and ceiling functions, respectively, and the expression in parentheses is the 
golden ratio  calculated to the accuracy of the th Diophantine approximation = 12 1 + √5 ≅ 1; 1,1,1, … ,1 = 1 + (16)
such that  and  are given by the recurrence relation = ,= + (17)
with the seed values = 1 and = 1. As it follows from the paper (Waldschmidt, 2014), in order to 
correctly decide whether  is a Fibonacci number, the upper bound for the Diophantine approximations ⁄  of the infinite continued fraction { } = − 1 given by the expression { } − < 1√5 (18)
must be much less than the reciprocal of the integer , meaning that the golden ratio  must be calculated to 
such an accuracy that the following inequality holds ≫ √5 . (19)
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In the macroscopic limit → ∞ the integer  may be unlimited; accordingly, it would be necessary to 
calculate the fraction {φ} to an unbounded accuracy = ∞, which certainly could be achieved only by way of 
applying the recurrence relation (17) infinitely many times. 
Thus, for the considered quantum model, the existence of a macroscopic superposition containing the Fibonacci 
and non-Fibonacci states (and in this way the validity of the quantum formalism in the macroscopic limit → ∞) cannot be demonstrable in an effectively calculable way. 
4. A “Weak” Example of Non-Constructivism of the Quantum Formalism 
Let us also give a “weak” example of non-constructivism of the quantum formalism. Such an example will not 
disprove the universal validity of the quantum formalism, but it will show that, at present, no computable proof 
of its applicability to a particular macroscopic system is known. 
Our weak example begins by taking the considered in the Section 2 quantum Ising model in a more ‘realistic’ 
macroscopic limit, such as → , where ~10  is Avogadro’s number. 
On the one hand, because in the limit →  the cardinality of the set of  is limited, to recognize min〈 〉 
as the global minimum of the function ( ) will now require a finite number of steps. 
But, on the other hand, because the Hamiltonian of the quantum Ising model (1) is NP-hard, recognizing min〈 〉 
as the global minimum of ( ) in the worst case might take 2 ⁄  amount of time and 2 ⁄  
amount of space, according to the best known exact algorithms for solving the problem of the global minimum 
of the function (3) (known as the two-way number partitioning problem, NPP) (Schroeppel and Shamir, 1981; 
Ferreira and Fontanari, 2000),. At present, it is unknown whether or not the NPP can be in the P complexity class 
(which could be if P were to be proven to be equal to the NP complexity classd) and so solved by a deterministic 
Turing machine in the number of steps upper bounded by a polynomial expression in the size of . 
It is clear that in every practical sense an amount of time approaching the value of 2  does not differ from an 
actual infinity. Hence, even though the quantum states of the Ising model, which contains a ‘realistically 
macroscopic’ number  of spins, might be effectively calculable, they cannot be calculable efficiently, that is, 
in the amount of time that would realistically allow one to find them (and thus to prove explicitly their 
existence). 
5. Conclusion: Non-Constructivism and Quantum Theory 
The examples shown above demonstrate one thing: By admitting non-constructivist assumptions (i.e., ones that 
provide no indication as to how to exhibit, or calculate, assumed entities), quantum theory loses its concrete 
applicability and thus verifiability of its predictions. 
Unlike classical analysis that allows the abstraction of actual infinity and proof-independent truth commitments, 
a physical science must be enclosed within bounds of potential realizability and thus place the emphasis on 
hands-on provability of existence of any of its theoretical (i.e., mathematical) objects. This means that if two 
quantum state vectors |  and |  are asserted to exist, then an explicit example must be given 
demonstrating the existence of those mathematical objects by outlining an effective procedure (an algorithm) of 
finding (calculating) |  and | . Only in this case a linear combination | + |  (where  and  
are complex coefficients satisfying the condition | | + | | = 1) may be constructed (computed) and so can be 
subject to the experimental verifiability. 
In contrast, when one assumes a macroscopic quantum superposition and shows that this assumption does not 
contradict to basic postulates of the quantum formalism, one still has not found the actual linear combination | + |  and therefore not proved its existence mathematically. For, a mathematical concept – such as a 
macroscopic quantum superposition – can be meaningfully applicable only if there is a constructive method (i.e., 
an algorithm) that shows that it applies. In words of Hellman (Hellman, 1993), no proof-independent 
mathematical facts should be countenanced. 
Furthermore, as it follows from the presented in this paper examples, for at least a few physical systems it is 
impossible to construct macroscopic quantum state vectors (and hence a superposition of them) for the reason 
that the existence of such macroscopic quantum states are based on logical principles that are known to be 
nonconstructive, namely, they allow one to decide the truth of predicates over an infinite number of things. 
This allows us to conclude that whereas superpositions of quantum states can be actually found (computed) for 
microscopic systems, the application of the quantum formalism to any arbitrary macroscopic system cannot be 
constructively (i.e., computably) proven. 
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Notes 
a It is a limit for a large number of system’s constituent particles , such as atoms or molecules, where the size 
of the system is taken to grow in proportion with . In the macroscopic limit → ∞, which is a special case of 
the limit ℏ → 0 , microscopic systems are considered finite, whereas macroscopic systems are infinite 
(Landsman, 2007). 
b In the limit → ∞  the index set  =  {1, 2, … , }  becomes the set ℕ  of the natural numbers and 
accordingly the set of all subsets  of  becomes the power set (ℕ). 
c This closed-form expression is known as Binet’s formula (Seroul, 2000). 
d Though, it is widely believed that it cannot be and so P≠NP (Gasarch, 2002). 
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